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Atra Lamia

Ayenee Canon RP| Gore x Fantasy x Horror x Erotica– Original Ayenee 1997-2022.

Tʜᴇ Wᴀʏ Tᴏ Hᴏʟɪɴᴇss Is Tʜʀᴏᴜɢʜ Tʜᴇ Fʟᴇsʜ…

. |‡| . MINUTIAE . |‡|

Known Name: Atra'Lamia. Primary Title(s): Imperatrix of Western Ayenee, Grand Sorceress of Aoyn &
Rhydin- Mythrill/Blackheilm. Secondary Title(s): Morte Deam (Ayenee), Monarch of Darkbane. Previous
Title(s): Sovereign of the NightSide. Imperatrix of Blackheilm. Class Status: Imperial Ayenee| Imperial
Rhydin| Imperial Eden| Imperial Tenaria| Imperial Mythrill. Pseudonyme(s): The Battle-Raven. Visible
Age: 20 years old. Date of Birth: [unknown]. Gender: Female. Visible Ethnicity: Romanesque|Old World
[Eastern Humanesque]. Affiliation: Cinderbane, Darkbane, Pendragon, Eitan, Nesentra, Kiri, Chytovil.
Religion: NeRe'Andil| The Shadowed Ones. Common Language(s): Xaldae|Saatthan| Ske'kell-stha|
Ayenian. Nature: Vindictive, Cunning, Manipulative & Seductive. Periodic Timeframe: Dark Ages-
Advanced Medieval.

Biological Race: Black Orchid Phoenix/Voidic. Class: Voidic Weaver [2nd Generation]. Status: Immortal
lvl 4-5 [Voidic Deific/Outer Dark One/In habitat].

[See Xytrinah]

Inamorata: Married. Koshiro Kiri. Progeny: Minjun Kiri. Family Status: Darkbane, Kiri.Height: 5'9. Weight: 105 lbs approx. Aperture Hue: Sanguine|Rubicund. Eye Hue: Pearlescent
overtures of crystalline asphodel unless hyperdilated (reflectionless|black). Hair Colour: Madrepearl.
Hair Length: Mid-thigh. Skin Colour: Immaculate moonstone|rose-water with hints of rouged highlights
to cheekbones. Vocal Tone: Lower raspy/husky with a seductive & sultry cadence. Incisors & Canines:
Ivories protract when required. Extremely sharp to the precision though curve slightly at the tiers.
Both eyeteeth experience rapid growth at will, typically for exsanguinations or attack. Notable
Features: A petite, athletic woman of soft chiselled features. Atra has long achromatic hair and jade
crystalline eyes, combined with her white skin to present a monochromatic beauty. Her delicate
hands seem ill-suited to wielding a knife, much less a sword, but her unnatural strength gives her a
deceptive power that many have underestimated at their own peril. Favouring– leather, black furs and
black spider silk [web gossamer]. Often carrying her father's sword, belted to the right side of her
waist in ceremonial dress. Distinguishing Marks: Shadow Phoenix Imperial glyphs.

T.H.E.W.E.A.V.E.R|D.E.A.T.H.S.P.I.N.N.E.R: Is associated with the threading|severing of the 'strands' of
essence and existence into nooses, considered also as advanced forms of cord and knot
manipulations within the continuum, the ensnaring of the shadows of the living, and murder through
hanging and strangulation. Among the countless shadows and spirits that serve her, consisting of
murder victims, murderers and suicides that have died by the strangler's cord or the noose. This
'plethoric' aspect of the 'Weaver'– to tie off and strangle the supply of life force to the enemy and
thus, in a very slow and painful fashion, take his/her life, redirecting it towards the ever hungry and
gaping jaws of oblivion.

Symbol|Sigil: 'Shas Eisalodai'- Phoenix Binding [represents the strands of life and death] The black
Phoenix in the middle. Status: Sovereign of NightSide/Blackheilm| Phoenix of the Seven Black Stars.
Colors: Silver and Black. Tributes Death- Entropy|Necrosis|Inducement|Necromancy. Tributes [II]
Oblivion- Creation|Destruction|Banishment. Tributes [III] Shadow Walker- Opiate
Raptures|Regeneration|Void Walker. Voice: The Harbinger and The Siren [Oracle]. Special Immunities:
Immunity to 'some' sonic|kinetic|potential energies|all 'known' poisons/and those she has been
'exposed' to|unaffected by void/time/warp. Tribute Status: Synergetic. Oracle. Symbol: The Phoenix
Eye of Oblivion: The Black Moon & Virulence. Temples: Templum de Ater'Vela|Temple of the Shades.

. |‡| . STATISTICS . |‡| .

][Strength– Enhanced Strength ][Absorption|Resistance ][Intelligence– Dedicated Scholar
][Alchemy|Political|Occultic ][Charisma– Expert
][Attraction–Seduction|Charm|Beguile|Manipulation|Etiquette|Grace ][Perception– Highly Attuned
][Oracular|Clairvoyant|Precognition ][Magick– True Black Adept aka Transcendance ][Necromancy|The
Dark Arts|Black Phoenix Weaver|Sciomancy|Illusions ][Melee–True Adept ][Realistic|Unrealistic|Martial
Arts (Sebek-Kha) ][Physical Speed– Excellent ][Acrobatics|Agility|Rapid Celerity|ShadowStep ][Stealth–
Developed ][Unnatural Silence|Covert|Cunning|Weightlessness ][Durability– Developed
][Fortitude|High Pain Tolerance|Endurance|Adaptability|Survival|Toxic Immunity ][Resilience–
Excellent ][Metaphyiscal|Elemental|Epitome–Egregore ][Mental Shielding– Excellent ][Iron Will|Psionic

●Metamorphic Transformation (shape & flesh alteration). ●Death Weaver (the ensnaring of the
shadows of the living or that of essence through strangulation. Able to tie off and strangle the supply
of life force/essence and in a very slow and painful fashion, take that essence, redirecting it towards
the ever hungry, gaping jaws of Oblivion). ●Black Silken Threads (weaver- embrace of the ‘Dark Web’.
A web substance of shadow/void matter that entwines and mummifies the victim trapped inside to
later become re-animated as one of her legions aka ‘Webs of the Black Moon’). ●The Chalice of
Mortuus (essence of the black moon and poison/blood which can bestow a metaphysical death to the
soul/or physical form causing 'rapid' necrotic erosion). ●Ophiphagous Kiss (ophitic venom) x
Neurotoxin/Atraxotoxin (Phoenix). ●Call of the Shadows (the 'Song of Oblivion'/'The Keys of Creation'–
Virulent'/Nightcry/DeathSong). ●Dance of the Dark Spiral (manipulate and control void energies, dark
matter and anti-matter). ●Search the Strands (shadow weaver- able to locate the strands of life, life-
force or essence of victim/target). ●Strands of the Puppet (weaver ability- manipulation). ●Self-
Alteration (fleshcraft/bonecraft). ●Sciomancy (divination and weaving of shadows). ●Black Flame
(anti-cosmic/pulse of the primal chaos, death and the void).

Plague: Dea Mors B.L.O.O.D A.N.D F.I.R.E Xyrgothia's Caress: The penultimate use of blood as a
weapon, transmuting the blood into a virulent ichor that can dissolve|destroy most organic matter,
living, undead or physical manifestation of flesh. The licking of blade, slicing open her tongue and
lubricating weapon with this foul secretion. Mostly used to augment any bladed weapon; from
poisoned knives/daggers/swords to tainted fingernails and claws.

Xyrgothia's Kiss: An elevated/mutated innate of 'Caress'. Allows her to spit caustic blood at her target.
The blood coughed forth with this power has the capacity to burn flesh, dissolve metal (mithril,
titanium, Niranium) sentient erosion, and corrode bone. Death Mages and Shadow Lords, who have
previously used this innate ability to vomit voluminous streams of vitae that reduced victims to heaps
of sludge.

Caustic Blood [Sluga''t Wuna]: Highly corrosive blood. [Flesh, bone, most 'known' metals [if sentient,
the caustic blood strips resilience (even if magickal)]. Necrotic components produced within capillary
glands, it breaks down living tissue within seconds to a coffee-like liquid, the only solid that can
possibly remain is 'brittle' bone hulls. [no 'known' immunity (unless one has been exposed to this
particular venom before.)

Atra may alter|infuse her blood into a metaphysical substance that will cause others who drink it to
walk the path of honour. Anyone, either mortal or immortal who imbibes it 'willingly' must act
honourably, towards her. Those who do not comply, must suffer either a mental torment or
derangement that normally comes with breaking one's vow. This effect only lasts for a short duration
of approx. 24 hours, unless it has been drunk on three separate occasions, in which case a Blood
Bond develops and the honor effect becomes permanent. This is often applied during business
negotiations, even on mortals|immortals ignorant of their positions within UAR society. It is not hard
convincing businessmen to honour this “simple orient 'warrior' custom” to their knowledge or not of
their knowledge. In this circumstance, the sharing of a drop of blood (or a drop concealed in food or
drink) it is still wilfully consumed. This ensures that she is never cheated in business dealings, or if
she is, the cheaters suffer for their dishonour.

Spoiler: The Path Of The Black Flame¬ Hylacterium ab Atra’Cruor (Amulet of 'The Darkblood') Created and forged with the dark powers of
spirits, wraiths and lesser Daemons to aid the wearer with the protection of dark spirits and darkness;
created in 1998 and given to only two people besides Atra’Lamia.

The amulet itself was ornamented with Nightside/Darkside/ShadowLands diamonds that had been
given to Atra by Raven_Reborn a Shadowland Lord. Into these precious stones was infused and
Shadow-Weaved the essences of darkness, then empowered within the Shadowlands by a Deathlord
bestowing the powers of summoning and instilled with a Wraith servitor who was not forced but
offered its services, submission upon its own part.

However to use this amulet, or if overused it will drain energy from its wearer to regain its own
strength; it possesses its own intelligence and may communicate with the wearer via telepathic or
psychic means. If willpower depletes the Amulet may literally feed of its wearer draining him/her
completely of energy and life source granting the ability for the infused wraith to take over, and in
some cases may take over completely or those close to the wearer (lamiae abilities).

Souls may also be stored in the pendant by a simple activation word or phrase and be activated
automatically by the same method. However, this phrase or word should be kept secret at all times
and encoded via telepathic methods. The necklace also cannot be worn by anyone else other than
who it was given to, for the simple fact it has a magical signature etched into the back to which rests
upon the skin of the owner. After a short amount of time, the amulet becomes accustomed to its
owner’s skin properties and texture. Thus, when the amulet is worn by another it simply vanishes and
returns to its original owner automatically. Subsequently, the person who steals or places it around
their neck may suffer damage by the wraith contained within or the spirits identified with the amulet,
it is also possible the perpetrator may be pulled into the stone and hence is lost forever, soul and
body and then absorbed by the very poisons of darkness and the creatures that remain unseen to the
naked eye.

If used this item cannot be considered as using a magical power or ability for it has an intelligence of
its own and acts accordingly to that of a separate entity.

Spoiler: Other significant items:

¬|Magick Imbued|

The Sword of Ayenee/Sword of Ayen [Relic of Varsinax & the DarkFire Empire.]

WIP

Machaera Vomica Vulcanus-

Spoiler: Intorqueo Flamma

¬|Metamorphic|

Spoiler: Metamorphic War Gauntlet

¬|Normal|

Non-Magickal/Non-Relic • Twin Shadow-Damascene Scimitars • Tire Fout Shamshir (Katana) •
Whip/Chain Sword

Spoiler: The Inamorata| The Black Phoenix| The Harbinger| The Siren

W.E.A.V.E.R– DEATH.SPINNER “There will be neither empathy or leniency; nor amity, reconciliation nor
comfort– for those who embrace the shadows, yet still do not believe.”

Spoiler: Merits & Flaws atra10.png I do not acknowledge technology/temporal manipulations, or those
who mess with timelines for their own benefits. and agenda. - Dark Ages/Medieval only -

No part of this biography may be collected as a source for metagaming or 'collecting' information on
my character for the purpose of 'study' or 'data collecting'. This is copyrighted material and may not
be used in part or full reference without my consent, except for the purpose of Ayenee.org
content/wikipedia.

This biography is in edit mode and is subject to change.

Formatting syntax is linked in the text above the editing window.

OOC Notes

This page was originally created by Dyshanka on Sat 31-12-22.
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